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Join RIT student Kjerstan Kowack as a regatta T-shirt 
designer-wearing her 1997 design. 

We need a design for the 1998 
Stonehurst Capital Invitational Regatta 
t-shirt and your design could be the
winning entry.

The regatta takes place in October. 
However, we need a T-shirt design 
by May 10. 

Submit entries to: 
Bill McKee, University News Services 
1320 Eastman Building 
475-5060 or wam993l@rit.edu

Deadline date: Mav 10, 1998 
Include with your entry: your name, 
e-mail address, home address and
telephone number.

Requirements: 
1) A design that can be reproduced
on the front of a T-shirt. Need
tight illustration now; winner
must supply camera-ready
mechanical art or disk.

2) Must include:
Stonehurst Capital Invitational Regatta

October 11, 1998 

Hosted by RIT, University of 
Rochester and Rochester Chamber 
of Commerce 
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EDIT I RIRL
The Reporter, as any student-run publication, isconstantly evolving and developing. In the past few

years we have gone to digital layout, scanning photos and

printing on the web press at RIT.This last year, under the

purview of Kelley Harsch, we have expanded our use of

photos, improved the readability of the magazine, and

solidified our financial footing.

It is my goal to build on the work of the editors before

me and to continue to utilize cutting edge technology and

production values, challenge readers with creative layouts,

and improve the level of our content.The Reporter should

reflect the community of RIT and Rochester area.

There will be some minor changes in the sections of

the magazine. Primarily, the News Section will become

News and Letters to the Editor/Opinion. It is my desire to

provide a forum for our readers to challenge our articles

and the RIT community.

I am also inviting people to become involved with the

Reporter or visit our office in the SAU.We can always use

another viewpoint, a story lead or information about

activities on campus. One of the problems I perceive on

our campus is the difficulty of directly informing people of

activities or meetings. The Reporter needs people to help

inform us about what is going on and what should

be covered.

I am fortunate to inherit a great staff and I am looking

forward to challenging them to raise the quality of their

work I have always tried to conduct myself in a

professional manner and I intend to encourage this at the

Reporter and on campus.This position is a great responsi

bility, not only to the RIT community but to the Reporter

staff, and I ask for everyone’s help to uphold this trust.

In regard to this week’s issue and our feature on

racism on campus, I offer the following thoughts: Our

country faces an issue that is not as clearly defined as

when the Civil Rights Movement was on the front page of

newspapers and on television. Discrimination is not as

blatant as it was then, but it still exists.

The BACC has taken steps to increase awareness on

campus and I have publicly pledged to support them in this

endeavor. Over the last month, particularly after visiting the

Civil Rights Exhibit at the George Eastman House, I have

become more aware of the discrimination present in the

field of photography.While there are more female

photographers, there are still not a large number of

minority students at RIT in photography. It is my guess that

this is true for almost every major at Rh

It is my humble thought that many people find it easier

to pre-judge and be mistrustful than to take the time to

get to know people of different races and cultures.

It is hard work to get to know your “neighbor” when they

dress or speak differently than you. I realize that many

people are taught to hate and that should sadden all of us.

Perhaps the best statement I have heard recently was from

a University of Utah player who was questioned about the

racial background of his predominantly white team:

“Basketball has no color:’

I am not naive enough to think that my editorial and

our feature will change the world overnight, but each of us

has to make the opportunity to promote change and

understanding.

Michael Fagans
Editor-in-Chief

Note: It is with sadness that we run the obituary for Mo Patel

on page 13. He was a good friend of mine, and one of the

most nice and caring people I have known on campus. He will

be missed.
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World News

If you are a resident of New York and receive tuition assistance from the state’s

Tuition Assistance Program, you could get more money than you are receiving

now. All you have to do is send a postcard to New York State’s top policy makers.

RIT’s student government is pooling their efforts in a postcard “brigade” of

sorts in an attempt to persuade the legislators of NewYork to increase the TAP

by $1,100 this year. This would mean that the maximum assistance would be

raised to $5000 dollars a year, depending upon each student’s financial need.

The amount of aid offered has fallen by $225 in the last eight years to $3,900.

Seventy New York State campuses have ordered postcards so far, totaling

344,500 for their students and parents to submit. One reason why this is such a

pertinent issue now, as opposed to a few years ago, is because it has been eight

years since the last increase in aid. In the past it has been increased at least

every four years. If you would like to help, contact a representative from student

government for more information.
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Sense
of Wonder

OnThursday,April 9, join award-winning actress Kaiulani Lee in her one-woman

play that portrays the life of one of the first environmentalists, Rachel Carson.

As part of the Gannett lecture series which is focusing on the theme of ‘Issues in

the Environment and Citizenship,” Lee will be performing her play on the “patron

saint of the environmental movement.”

Kaiulani Lee has appeared in films such as A Midwife’s Tale, Kilronan, and

Compromising Positions and television’s Law and Order. She has also performed on

Broadway in Pack of Lives and Macbeth.

Rachel Carson, author of Silent Spring, lived from 1907 to 1964 and during that

time was a zoologist, a poet, and a biologist. She made numerous contributions to

the environment through her tireless efforts. In Lee’s play A Sense ofWonder: Based

on the Life and Works of Rachel Carson, Carson’s devotion and love for the earth and

her struggles to protect it will be presented.

This event will be held April 9 at 7:30 in the Webb Auditorium, which is located

in the James E. Booth building.Admission is free and the performance will be

interpreted.The event is sponsored by the College of Liberal Arts. Come worship

the ground you walk — indirectly of course.
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byJenn Tipton

“Pardon Us Cabling In Progress:’

These signs — usually positioned in areas where there are ladders in the

hallway and wires hanging from the ceiling — are up because RIT is currently in

the process of installing 2.8 million feet of state-of-the-art category 5 twisted pair

cabling.The cabling, when finished, will allow for 18,000 more ethernet connections

on the academic side and will provide each academic office with “wiring upgrades

and high speed data connections:’ Along with the existing connections in the

dorms, the completed network will place RIT among the top five universities in the

nation in terms of the quantity of ethernet connections. RIT apartments, as well,

will be receiving I ,700 connections before the end of this year.

byJenn Tipton

French doctors are concerned that a new

aquatic parasite is plaguing local ocean fisher

men.At least three Frenchmen have died from

what appears to be a mutated form of plankton.

Entering the body through the nose and mouth

during breathing, the organism adheres to mucus

in the throat and blocks the airway, so that the

victim suffocates. The Fi’ench government has

closed off the area surrounding the recent

deaths until further knowledge is obtained.

Two unclaimed bombs exploded in the port

city of Karachi, Pakistan, killing at least two

people and injuring over 20 others. Less than an

hour apart, the bombs detonated early in the

morning in the city’s central discrict.The first

one exploded in a wooden stall below a 5-story

residential building.The second went off behind

a shopping center, also in a wooden stall.

Fortunately, injuries were limited because most

shops had not yet opened. Each bomb was timed

and contained approximately seven ounces of

explosive material, Authorities believe both

bombs were placed by the same people because

of their similarity.

The state of Florida recently executed a man

who engaged in a three-state killing spree 13

years ago. making him Florida’s fourth execution

in nine days. Death occurred by the electric

chair. In 1985, Daniel Rerneta gunned down five

people in six days. His first victim was a

convenience store clerk, whom he shot and

robbed of $50. Following this incident, Remeca

took the lives of several others in Arkansas and

Kansas. He was sentenced to life in Kansas and

to death in both Arkansas and Florida.

A new study concludes that the U.S. Navy’s

nuclear aircraft carriers are far more expensive

to run than the oldei’, oil-burning carriers.

However, the Navy refuses to switch back for

the next generation of ships.The General

Accounting Office study points out that a

nuclear-powered carrier costs twice as much to

buy. three times as much to overhaul, and 44%

more to operate.The Navy claims that the

figures are overstated and that nuclear power

offers distinct advantages in combat, including

increased speed, longer operation time, and

additional room for fuel and ammunition.

by Jeremy Perkins

Two mechanical engineering students prepare for a race across the floor of the new addi
tion to the College of Science. Sixty fourth- and fifth-year students designed their own

mousetrap cars to participate in the race on Friday, April 3.
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With drink specials every night and some of the best sports

parties around, Jox is virtually a guaranteed good time for you and

a bunch of your friends any night of the week The bar itself looks

very much like something out of a western.The bar sits beneath a

balcony full of tables, and there are pooi tables and dart boards all

over. Also, the decor is a mix of modern and old-fashioned.

The neon signs in the windows flash the state-of-the-art, while

the oak bar and bat-wing doors in the bathroom give a feeling of

the wild west.

Being a sports bar, Jox has everything you need to enjoy all the

athletic entertainment you could ask for.The main area, opposite

the bar, has a huge wide-screen TV along with four other televisions

in the corners. Other sight and sound boxes scattered throughout

the establishment ensure that you won’t miss any of the action.

Also, the food from the grill is delicious.With everything from

chicken fingers to burgers to appetizer combos — all reasonably

priced — the menu ensures that you won’t have to go hungry just

so you can hang out and watch some sports.

Friday and Saturday nights are Karaoke nights. Starting at 9 pm,

the DJ’s will be happy to spin you a disc or three so you can sing

along to some of your favorite songs. Or, if you prefer, you can just

make an ass of yourself in front of total strangers. It doesn’t make

any difference just so long as you’re having fun.The patrons and the

DJ’s both make sure that you will have a good time no matter who,

or what, you sound like.

Just a skip down the street at 2246 East River Road, just past

the railroad tracks on the opposite side of jefferson,Jox is aVERY

short trip indeed from Rh If you’re feeling REALLY adventurous,

you could probably even walk it.Though you should never walk

alone, especially at night. Until next time, have fun, and I hope to

see you at Jox.
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an hour and twenty min

utes of driving through ice, snow, and

some of the fiercest wind I’d ever

encountered, I finally arrived at Alfred

University. Had anyone else been playing

that night, I probably would have just

stayed home and taken a nap. But Third

Eye Blind, whom I had seen before,

and Fat, which I had not, were going to

be playing the night away in McKinley

hail and there was no way in hell I was

going to miss it.

After twenty minutes standing in the

driving hail, and a mix-up about the

guest list at the door, I finally made it

into the concert. And as Fat took the

stage, I came to the conclusion that all

my energies had been well spent.

Kicking off their show with “Dog,” Fat

quickly whipped the audience into a

frenzy.A.D. Rowntree, the band’s lead

singer, brought images of Ozzy

Osbourne to mind as he leapt all over

the stage, bouncing up and down and

running around like a mad-man.

A definite highlight of their set was

when they performed the song ‘Pull.”

A fast paced, very heavy head-banger,

the song requires Rowntree to rap like

a pro just to keep up.They pulled it off

beautifully, sounding thicker and heavier

in concert than they do on the album.

Also of note was “Whatever:’ Probably

the most vocally challenging of their

songs, and coming late in the set after

songs which required Rowntree to

scream like a banshee, they pulled it off

like the pros they are.

Fat finished their set with

“Numb” and left the audience begging

for more. Rowntree thanked everyone

for turning out, and his gracious

departure from stage was marked by

a screaming round of applause and

shouts from newly acquired fans.

Fortunately, I caught up with Rowntree

on the telephone the night before,

so I had a chance to talk with him

about exactly what it is that Fat does,

and why they do it so well.

Rowntree is actually a Rochester

native from the East Rochester area.

He began his musical career as a

drummer and moved to England with

his family at a relatively young age.

While there, he met up with the guys

from Fat. Before this, he had never

sung with a band. Soon after, the band

decided to pick up and move to the

United States.The drummer at the

time, who had a family and had been

on tour before, decided to remain

behind. Fortunately, Rowntree’s ability

to pound the skins came in handy

when they cut their self-titled

American debut album.

Also, Rowntree got to fulfill a lifelong

dream when recording.Wanting to put

a double-kick drumbeat into a couple

songs, he found the master himself: the

ex-Twisted Sister drummer who write

the book that Rowntree studied

double-kick from as a beginner.

For the tour, Fat has acquired former

Scatterbrain drummer who showed

us all that he could play Fat’s music

beautifully.

What about future projects’ Going

into the studio, Fat had about 40 songs

to choose from, picked twenty, and

recorded the 12 that are on the album.

http://www.rit.edu/—amb7988

Whole Year” got the audience into the

swing and singing along to the words.

The band’s stage ability is matched only

by the lead singer’s openness on stage.

From his plea with the crowd to wat

out for one another, to his explanation

for why “Semi-Charmed Life” is such a

hit (“Maybe you’re all just a bunch of

freaks, too:’), he showed the audience

that he is very much a real person who

just happens to be in one of the most

popular bands of the time.

So, as Rowntree said, “Stay real, keep

yourself safe, and thanks for listening:’

See you next time.

by Cory Reeve

Recently, a new website was established for the RIT community.

“The Forum is a student website dedicated to displaying the opin

ions of students and faculty at RIT’ On a campus full of opinions,

we can finally put our ideas, concerns, and views where they can

be seen by all, without having to use the VA)(’s NOTES program.

Although still under construction, the site currently has sec

tions for the RIT alcohol policy, NORML, Reporter, and Greek

Life. While the creator has posted many of his own opinions, this

site is going to be what the RIT community makes of it. With that

in mind,The Forum needs your input. You can comment on any of

the current sections, or make suggestions of your own. Just be

sure to check out the submissions policy first. All the information

necessary to post your own opinions can be found at the site.

LEISURE
more attention is drawn ~

toward places off-campus to
go have a good time. One
such place, located conve
niently on East River Road, is
Jox Sports Bar, which has
catered to the community for
many years. The atmosphere
is friendly, the service is very
pleasant, and the food from

the in-house grill is very

JPORTS
Winter appears to be finally
drawing to a close in
Rochester, and now that the

weather is clearing up slightly,

__Third Eye Blind, and Smash
Mouth Invade Alfred Universit

l~

So fear not, fellow Fat junkies, more will

be on the way. Also, Fat will be joining

up with the X-Games tour after this

tour is over. If you get the chance, find

them — it will be well worth your time.

Smash Mouth was also in attendance,

and they did their token hit,”Walking

On The Sun:’ as well as an amusing bit

in which they brought children on stage

and had them rap along with the band.

They seemed to be more noise in

concert than anything else, but they do

get a few bonus points for intensity.

And then Third Eye Blind took the

stage and proved to the entire over

crowded arena why they are headlining

the tour.The fantastic light show which

precluded a rousing version of “Losing a
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http://www.rit. edu/-amb7988 

Whole Year" got the audience into the 
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See you next time. 

by Cory Reeve 
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Recently, a new website was established for the RIT community. 

"The Forum is a student website dedicated to displaying the opin

ions of students and faculty at RIT." On a campus full of opinions, 

we can finally put our ideas, concerns, and views where they can 

be seen by all, without having to use the VAX's NOTES program. 

Although still under construction, the site currently has sec

tions for the RIT alcohol policy, NORML, Reporter, and Greek 

Life. While the creator has posted many of his own opinions, this 

site is going to be what the RIT community makes of it. With that 

in mind.The Forum needs your input. You can comment on any of 

the current sections, or make suggestions of your own. Just be 

sure to check out the submissions policy first. All the information 

necessary to post your own opinions can be found at the site. 

by Nick Spitta/ 
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In a quickly growing world of female pop rockers, it is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish the

true talents from the wannabes. With the number of female rockers climbing exponentially, it is

interesting to note that the genre is dominated almost wholly by white women. With black artists like

Tracy Chapman and Billie Myers leading the way, Rebekah is hoping to change tradition this year with

the release of her first album, Remember to Breathe.

Remember to Breathe has already raised some eyebrows, having been labeled “one of the year’s best

debuts” by Time magazine, and the Cleveland singer-songwriter is very close to greatness. With her

music ranging from rock to folk to R & B, it is clear that there are no bounds to the talent that

Rebekah may display. The album opens with a techno charge on “Hey Genius” and concludes on a

somber note with a sensitive tale about her own experiences on “Little Black Girl.” Her religious

upbringing shines through in the earthy tones of “Sin So Well:’ and the folksy sounds of an acoustic

guitar harmonically blend with purely beautiful vocals on the album’s most successful single thus far,

“Love Song:’ From there, Rebekah switches to hard rock and syncopation for several tracks, leading

up to a bluesy “Cardboard Boxes:’

From start to finish, this is a truly brilliantly-written album featuring a rare voice and spirited musical

genius.With songs covering religion, love, and even race relations, Rebekah carefully knits an album to

which anyone can relate. Covering several musical genres, there is a sound for everyone to appreciate

on Remember to Breathe.

by Nick Spittal

Rochester
If you mix together 84 brooms, 36 oil drums, garbage

cans and tops galore, a large assortment of auto parts

and old appliances, sawdust scattered here and there,

old newspaper cluttering the floor and eight people

dressed like sanitation workers, what do you have?

Any sensible person would probably equate this to one

big mess, but that’s why the janitors are there. Now,

what if you place the same hodgepodge on stage in

front of an audience? Huh? On stage? What for?

These are the exact ingredients making up one of

the most popular tickets now running in theaters the

world over. The show has been called “explosive,

irresistible, sophisticated, utterly unique, furiously fun:’

and as someone who has seen it twice already, let me

just tell you that that is an understatement.

The production can not be properly described,

but can be summed up in a single word: STOMP

After ten years of planning, Luke Cresswell and

Steve McNicholas were finally able to bring together

the percussive sounds of Britain’s STOMP It is an

innovative combination of drumming, dancing, humor,

and audience participation, outdone only by the stamina,

strength, and showmanship of the performers involved.

You may have seen them on late nightTV or in a

recent Coca~ColaTM commercial, but without seeing

them live, you aren’t really seeing at all.

Lucky for us Rochesterians, STOMP will be

performing on May 5-10 at the Rochester Auditorium.

Tickets are available now at the Auditorium box office

and Ticketmaster, running from $32.50-$35.50. Get

yours now since STOMP is a consistent sell-out, and

it’s not to be missed!

by Nick Spittal

Call your mom. Tell everyone
you’re calling your girl.

1-800-COLLECT

ROCHESTER SKYDIVERS
Want to make a skydive?? $~

You can at Rochester Skydiving Cen
First Jump Courses for the beginner (thrill-seekers) - Y . . .~.;)

~/._ ~1)

Want a cheap price?!
Rochester Skydiving Center is rolling i . *

(April) just for college students (college ID required).

Static Line Cours.e & Jump: $129
Tandem T.ype Course Erjump: $159

You will receive a First Jump Certificate and a Skydiver Log Book - and a lot of
fun. Appointments nec~ssary In advance. Call for a flyer and registration form.

NOWFree Tee-Shirt 638-8710 . R.I.T.

638-8710 638-8710 638-8710
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n Thursday, Match 26. the NTID/RIT

I Dance Company and guests performed a

benefit concert as a memorial to Michael

Thomas. who passed away October 4. 1997.

The performance proceeds went toward creating an

endowed scholarship fund in Thomas’s name.

Two 20-foot “sculpttrr-es” of Michaol Thomas in a

dancing pose framed the scago. and two video screens,

positioned above the stage, wet-c used during the

performance. Michael Tortora, an artist-in-residence at

the NTID Panara Theater-, treated exquisite stage design

and lighting that displayed a deep understanding and

appi-eciation of Thomas’s work.

This reviewer left the performance with a deep

sadness, realizing the loss the dance community suffered

when Michael died,Videos of his performance illustrated

his skill arid virtuosity as a dancer and outlined his

philosophy on dance This performance pi’ovided a chance

for friends to remember him and guests to acquaint

themselves.

The Rochester dance community was supportive of

this worlc, contributing dancers and choreographers.

One beautiful piece. choreographed and per-formed by

Lor’ene Benson and Miguel Tort-es, was a duet with one

dancer in a wheelchair-, To acceriipc to explain the beauty

of chris piece arid che virtuosity of the partners is difficult,

It is mere than a piece with one partner in a wheel-chair:

it is quite simply a dsret, and that says more about their

skil Is cha ri anything else -
The real star of the show was Michael Tlioriias, for it

was his choreography that was showcased.Thomas had a

gift for staging, cr-eating niovenieric and dance for people

of all skill levels and incorporating hearing arid deaf

dancer’s into a wonderful show.The show displayed this

talent, arid die comfort the per-former-s felt in his

moveriienc made their love of dance shine through.

The staging and lighting br-oughc to life the incredible

final piece. Psalms. As cite cast members gathered on

stage, a video of Thomas was displayed above tbieni.

bringing the performance to a close.The eritir-e night was

a fitting tr’ibuce to a reniarkable arid talented man.

pbretegropbr by Mrrhroeb Fognrru

OBl”[UAR~

Iii \leinvrv ~I ~

F0ll0~~~ Stuclutil

aiicl Friend t~ All

We ar-c deeply saddened to report tire loss of

urn RIT scnrdenc, Mohal Patel. “Mo:’ as everyone

knew Inn,, was a third year Imaging Systems

Managernienc student in the School of

Phocograplry. Mohal died Morrday, Mar-ch 23,

I 998, i ri a rn automobile accidenc in his horii e

scace of Connecticnrc.

Mo was always placing Iris owrr worlc aside

to come to the aide of his friends arid fellow

students, arid always with a smile, His dedication

to the ISM Photo Lab as a studerrc rnianager was

irnriiense. Mo was one of two students irr the

ISM pr-ogr-am asked to represent the SM

Pr’ogn’ani at the 1996 Sunimer Olynrpic Garines

in Aclarica.They assisted Eascniari Kodak with

their photo lab operaciorns on site, He will be

greatly riiissed by all.

Moirab is survived by his mother arid father’,

Mr. arid Mrs. Thiahtorbhnai Patch, arid bus sister: The

carripnns flag was lowered to half staff Thursday.

Mar-eli 26th in Iris honor’. There will be a riueriior’

ial service at the Kibliarr j. & Caroline F Schmitt

lrncen’faiclr Center on Frrday,April I 7thr at 5:00pm.
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Paying tribute to the work of Michoe~ Thomas
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Health Care. Those two words have
been the source of much discussion
recently. Probably because we as a
nation know the importance of
investing in a healthy future.

So do millions ofpatients who choose
chiropractic as their preferred source
of health care. The chiropractic
beliefs in fitness, nutrition,
prevention, and natural maintenance
make good sense.

Weilness, you see, is the normal
state of being.

New York State government agrees.
They have recently passed the Insurance
Equality bill that mandates insurance
coverage for
chiropractic care.

For over 75 years, New York
Chiropractic College has upheld a
tradition ofexcellence in chiropractic
higher education. Our combined
traditions, old and new, have built
the base from which the chiropractic
doctors of the future are created.

Choose New York Chiropractic
College. A healthy investment for
today and tomorrow.

NEW YORK
~\ liii~. CHIROPRACTIC

COLLEGE
2360 Route 89 Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0800

Phone: 315/568-3040 or 800/234-NYCC (6922)
Fax: 315/568-3087 E-mail: enrolnow@nycc.edu

STA Travel
pecializes in
~0W-COST travel
for students.

Great Student
Airfares
Tours for Young
Travelers
Budget Hotels
Eurail & Rail
Passes
Work Abroad
in Britain

“Travel Insurance
International
Student ID Card
Around
the World

(800) 777-0112
STA TRAVEL...

THE WORLD’S I
LARGEST STUD~ STA TRAVEL
TRAVEL ORGANIZATION. We’ve been there.

BOOK YOUR TICKET ONLINE AT:

Space
.
.

Spaces to fit your needs

U-Store It U-Lock It
U-Keep the Key

Rent by Month or More

430 Western Drive
Rochester, NY

.

.

.

.

.

A Healthy Investment
in Your Future I

0

AB
5-544747

HIT THE
R 0 A D...~pIi

~E1ipt
~::EEEL~Ifl

at the

Ritskeller
.

.

• 0I •

0

Call in between 9am and

1:45 and have your order

ready for your pick up

between 11am and 2pm!
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Ge
I.

For your
on campus
photographic
processing

Lab hours: 7:30-5:00

Call us today at 800-234-NYCC (6922) to schedule a visit of our
beautiful 286-acre campus in central New York.

Phoo D
Presentafon Sli. es

Sam day ervice.
For processi g

-. .ndC-41

Stop by and ask about our new double runs

424-1464
exactly i mile from campus
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Aren’t

I.

We All

I
A recent proposal requesting “zero tolerance” for racial

discrimination didn’t come out of nowhere, It came from

frustration with racial disharmony on the RIT campus.

One of the specific cases leading to the proposal involved a

female student who received racially discriminating and

threatening email. According to the BACC students, the person responsible

received “a slap on the wrist” — the issue was dropped after he apologized.

They say a similar incident at the University of Rochester resulted in

suspension and there was “something like that at Harvard too:’ “This policy

is too lenient, If matters get worse, things could get violent:’
In 1863, President Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation abolished the

institution of slavery, angering much of America and further dividing a torn

Union. Five years later, African Americans were given citizenship and

guaranteed equal treatment under the 14th Amendment. In 1954, Brown v.

Board of Education ended segregation. An elderly southern woman named

Rosa Parks kicked off the Civil Rights movement, which eventually led to the

“barring [of] discrimination based on race and gender” under the Civil Rights

Act of I 964.A year later, President Lyndon Johnson instituted a policy of

“affirmative action” in an attempt to irradicate racism in job hiring and

educational opportunities. These are the facts. Laws have long been in place

equating the races, but have they worked~ Is racism a hatred so strong

that it pushes people to abuse and even kill — gone by the waysid&

This week, Reporter takes a look at race relations on the RIT campus and

how well they are handled by all.

THE DATA

A~ric n
Americ ris

Hispanics
It is indisputable that RIT is well represented by many ethnic backgrounds; one

stroll across the quarter-mile will confirm that. Still, the student population is

primarily white. When compared to national statistics, however, the numbers

d~n’t stand up. Altapedia Online reports that RIT’s percentage of African

Americans is a third of national standards and the percentage of Hispanics

should be nearly four times as high. This, however, does not indicate that RIT

is not accepting enough applicants from those ethnicities. In fact, RIT’s

numbers are quite comparable with those of other local colleges, with the

University of Rochester leading the way.

In any case, everyone on campus is grouped with like students from the

onset of the application process. Part I of the undergraduate application has

boxes to check so that RIT may “accurately [report] the racial/ethnic group of

[its] applicants.” Though this is an optional question, it is observed by a

majority of students. There is a similar question on RIT’s graduate application.

The boxes on the application are used by RIT specifically for demographic

information, but there are other reasons for students to identify their

ethnicity early on. The primary reason is scholarship opportunity. There are

literally hundreds upon thousands of financial opportunities that are offered

only to minorities. In the Financial Aid Office, next to two books of women’s

scholarships of nearly the same mass, there is a 650-page volume entitled

Directory of Financial Aids for Minorities. The introduction states that the

book includes “special resources set aside for Asian Americans, African
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A recent proposal requesting “zero tolerance” for racial

discrimination didn’t come out of nowhere, It came from

frustration with racial disharmony on the RIT campus.

One of the specific cases leading to the proposal involved a

female student who received racially discriminating and

threatening email. According to the BACC students, the person responsible

received “a slap on the wrist” — the issue was dropped after he apologized.
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suspension and there was “something like that at Harvard too:’ “This policy
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equating the races, but have they worked~ Is racism a hatred so strong

that it pushes people to abuse and even kill — gone by the waysid&

This week, Reporter takes a look at race relations on the RIT campus and

how well they are handled by all.
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onset of the application process. Part I of the undergraduate application has

boxes to check so that RIT may “accurately [report] the racial/ethnic group of

[its] applicants.” Though this is an optional question, it is observed by a

majority of students. There is a similar question on RIT’s graduate application.

The boxes on the application are used by RIT specifically for demographic

information, but there are other reasons for students to identify their

ethnicity early on. The primary reason is scholarship opportunity. There are

literally hundreds upon thousands of financial opportunities that are offered

only to minorities. In the Financial Aid Office, next to two books of women’s

scholarships of nearly the same mass, there is a 650-page volume entitled

Directory of Financial Aids for Minorities. The introduction states that the

book includes “special resources set aside for Asian Americans, African
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Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans and minorities in general:’

All together, there are 534 scholarships, 546 fellowships, 34 loans, 583 grants,

128 awards and 328 internships compiled for non-Caucasians. Separately, the

office has four additional folders with scholarships for International students,

Native Americans, Specific Ethnic Groups, and minorities.

Does RIT use a system of Affirmative Action in the application process?

The Admissions Director was not available for comment. There is, however,

a paragraph of fine print on the application indicating that RIT acts “in

compliance with all appropriate legislation” regarding its admittance of

students, Incoming students are given a certain number of diversity points

based on their ethnicity and other criteria, but the specifics of how that data

are used are not available.

Along with enrollment rates, it is equally important to look over attrition

rates (dropout and graduation rates) by race. RIT is allowed to follow

freshman classes for seven years to compile statistical information.

For 1989, the latest completed seven year cycle with available information,

the graduation rates for minorities are quite good.The dropout rates after

only one year for the class entering 1995, however, were less encouraging:

16.5% for Caucasians, 23.7% for African Americans, 15.5% for Asian Americans,

and 22.6% for Hispanics. Although the numbers are improving, minorities have

had less success here than the white majority. * These numbers may seem

unexpectedly low, but compared to national graduation rates for private

institutes (for the previous decade), RIT stands 15-50% ahead of national

standards for minorities (as well as 4% better for Caucasians).

There is a second major group of people here on this campus, and that is

the employees, including administration. Statistical information for this group

is difficult to obtain, but some general information was released. Of the

approximately 2,350 faculty and staff on the RIT payroll, only a little over

one-tenth are minorities. These numbers include Physical Plant, which has

many of the minority workers. In other words, there is a great lack of minority

influence in the classroom and in the administration. The employment hand

book in the Personnel Office asserts that “RIT is committed to equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action:’ and that “positive steps

[will be taken] to ensure measurable results . . . concerning equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action:’

Tension is often the result when several ethnic groups are living together.

With that in mind, Dawn Soufleris of Judicial Affairs was questioned about

race-related incidents on campus. Surprisingly, her response was, “This is

harder information to provide to you since RIT does not specifically track

racial/ethnic/gender/orientation related harassment:’ In defense of RIT’s

position, she added,”One thing I can say is that I believe RIT’s judicial system

handles these cases well. We maintain a hard line when it comes to racial

harassment — first time verbal harassment with hate speech usually renders a

Deferred Suspension status (plus educational requirements). The cases are

not that frequent (maybe less than five per year that are reported to Campus

Safety or Residence Life) and none in my three-plus years in this role have

been violent .. . knock on wood:’

Though the judicial system may be very effective in handling racial cases,

the actual policy is somewhat vague in its dealing with the issue. Unlike the

alcohol policy we have all come to know and love, there is no official set of

consequences relating to specific behaviors. The policy does explicitly state

that “RIT prohibits discrimination and harassment on campus, or at any RIT

activities off campus:’ In addition, there is a wide range of action that may be

taken, such as seeking advice or getting a mediator to discuss the case with

both parties, as well as filing an official complaint, which ultimately results in a

hearing. (No case has gone this far yet.) Most cases are to be handled by the

Commission for Promoting Pluralism.

THE REALITY
Starting with that Discrimination and Harassment Policy, there is a lot of

concern. Alfreda Brooks, the Chairperson for the Commission for Promoting

Pluralism, believes that the policy, although it is a good idea, is not used as

much as anticipated. Some of that may be because many cases are routed

through judicial affairs, but the numbers Soufleris estimated clearly don’t

support that. Brooks believes that “the policy may be too bulky — too long

— there are a lot of words there.” With that in mind, there is a committee

that has been developed to update the policy and they are already at work.

The policy does not end there. In mid-February, a group of AHANA

(African, Hispanic, Asian, Native Americans) and BACC (Black Awareness

Coordinating Committee) students held a meeting to discuss the proposal of

a new policy. Though there was no specific inciting incident for this, a recent

series of harassment cases combined with the release of the newly renovated

alcohol policy led students to call for the update. AHANA Coordinator R.J.
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Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans and minorities in general:’

All together, there are 534 scholarships, 546 fellowships, 34 loans, 583 grants,

128 awards and 328 internships compiled for non-Caucasians. Separately, the

office has four additional folders with scholarships for International students,

Native Americans, Specific Ethnic Groups, and minorities.

Does RIT use a system of Affirmative Action in the application process?

The Admissions Director was not available for comment. There is, however,

a paragraph of fine print on the application indicating that RIT acts “in

compliance with all appropriate legislation” regarding its admittance of

students, Incoming students are given a certain number of diversity points

based on their ethnicity and other criteria, but the specifics of how that data

are used are not available.

Along with enrollment rates, it is equally important to look over attrition

rates (dropout and graduation rates) by race. RIT is allowed to follow

freshman classes for seven years to compile statistical information.

For 1989, the latest completed seven year cycle with available information,

the graduation rates for minorities are quite good.The dropout rates after

only one year for the class entering 1995, however, were less encouraging:

16.5% for Caucasians, 23.7% for African Americans, 15.5% for Asian Americans,

and 22.6% for Hispanics. Although the numbers are improving, minorities have

had less success here than the white majority. * These numbers may seem

unexpectedly low, but compared to national graduation rates for private

institutes (for the previous decade), RIT stands 15-50% ahead of national

standards for minorities (as well as 4% better for Caucasians).

There is a second major group of people here on this campus, and that is

the employees, including administration. Statistical information for this group

is difficult to obtain, but some general information was released. Of the

approximately 2,350 faculty and staff on the RIT payroll, only a little over

one-tenth are minorities. These numbers include Physical Plant, which has

many of the minority workers. In other words, there is a great lack of minority

influence in the classroom and in the administration. The employment hand

book in the Personnel Office asserts that “RIT is committed to equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action:’ and that “positive steps

[will be taken] to ensure measurable results . . . concerning equal employment

opportunity and affirmative action:’

Tension is often the result when several ethnic groups are living together.

With that in mind, Dawn Soufleris of Judicial Affairs was questioned about

race-related incidents on campus. Surprisingly, her response was, “This is

harder information to provide to you since RIT does not specifically track

racial/ethnic/gender/orientation related harassment:’ In defense of RIT’s

position, she added,”One thing I can say is that I believe RIT’s judicial system

handles these cases well. We maintain a hard line when it comes to racial

harassment — first time verbal harassment with hate speech usually renders a

Deferred Suspension status (plus educational requirements). The cases are

not that frequent (maybe less than five per year that are reported to Campus

Safety or Residence Life) and none in my three-plus years in this role have

been violent .. . knock on wood:’

Though the judicial system may be very effective in handling racial cases,

the actual policy is somewhat vague in its dealing with the issue. Unlike the

alcohol policy we have all come to know and love, there is no official set of

consequences relating to specific behaviors. The policy does explicitly state

that “RIT prohibits discrimination and harassment on campus, or at any RIT

activities off campus:’ In addition, there is a wide range of action that may be

taken, such as seeking advice or getting a mediator to discuss the case with

both parties, as well as filing an official complaint, which ultimately results in a

hearing. (No case has gone this far yet.) Most cases are to be handled by the

Commission for Promoting Pluralism.

THE REALITY
Starting with that Discrimination and Harassment Policy, there is a lot of

concern. Alfreda Brooks, the Chairperson for the Commission for Promoting

Pluralism, believes that the policy, although it is a good idea, is not used as

much as anticipated. Some of that may be because many cases are routed

through judicial affairs, but the numbers Soufleris estimated clearly don’t

support that. Brooks believes that “the policy may be too bulky — too long

— there are a lot of words there.” With that in mind, there is a committee

that has been developed to update the policy and they are already at work.

The policy does not end there. In mid-February, a group of AHANA

(African, Hispanic, Asian, Native Americans) and BACC (Black Awareness

Coordinating Committee) students held a meeting to discuss the proposal of

a new policy. Though there was no specific inciting incident for this, a recent

series of harassment cases combined with the release of the newly renovated

alcohol policy led students to call for the update. AHANA Coordinator R.J.
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Chavez supported the students in their cause and took the proposal as high as

President Simone on March I 3, 1998. The proposal called for zero tolerance,

as well as some academic improvements.~

The vagueness in the current policy was the group’s main concern.

Chavez, who works closely with judicial Affairs, feels there should be some

guidelines as to minimum sanctioning for specific actions. “Harassment is one

level, while racially motivated harassment is a higher level. Many racially

related cases are not covered by the RIT judicial system.” This is not to say

these incidents are ‘cut-and-cry:’ but there is no separate category for racially

related cases and they often get filed elsewhere. Dr. Linda Kuk and Aifreda

Brooks both stressed, however, that these varied cases are not concrete and

should therefore be dealt with individually.

The proposal has received little attention from the administration.

BACC students report that Dr. Simone said that a new policy could not

infringe upon students’ freedom of speech. BACC has yet to hear from Dr.

Simone and feels that it is being ignored. Even though members have been

told they won’t get what they want, they will not give up on trying to push

their ideas or contacting the administration. They see that other policies have

been instituted banning same-sex couples from rooming together and know

that something can be done. They also believe that because there is a lack of

minority influence in the administration, it is difficult for them to relate.

As one black student points out, however, it is unfair to place all the blame on

Dr. Simone. He is reporting to the Board of Trustees who are, in turn,

speaking with their lawyers.

When the BACC students were informed that a committee had been

formed to draft a new policy, the response was one of surprise. Nobody from

the groups who had called for the changes had been invited to participate.

“All minority organizations should be involved in this:’ They are the ones

most affected. One BACC member also charged that the “Commission for

Pluralism is defunct. It’s inactive. It’s crap:’

The “freedom of speech” appeal made by Dr. Simone has angered many of

the involved students. It is an argument the students have heard all too often.

“We need to stop looking at freedom of speech and look at harassment,” says

one student. A second adds, “The first amendment has its limitations.

You can’t stand up in a crowded theater and yell ‘Firei’ This is no different:’

BACC students also claimed harassment on the part of Campus Safety.

In one instance, in a group of white and black students standing outside the

dorms in the light of day, a black student was singled out and told he looked

suspicious by campus safety. A black female was walking down the tunnels

doing her laundry and was told, “You don’t belong here:’

Other complaints involve job opportunities on campus. Many minority

students feel they are forced to work at Gracies or the Ritz because they are

not offered as many clerical positions. At a BACC meeting on April I, one

student said, “Every person in this room has been discriminated against.

Everyone here can give stories about being the only black person in a class:’

Because there often are only one or two minorities in a class, teachers and

deans will ignore complaints and adopt a “just deal with it” attitude. BACC

students did stress that all minorities have been discriminated against and felt

that Asian students saw the worst of it.

Regarding the ratios of minority faculty in staff, there is more concern.

Elliott Garrett, an African American who serves as Resident Director for

Resident Life, feels that many students seek him out specifically because he is a

minority who may share a similar background. “In order to properly educate

students about real life, the staff, faculty, and administration should include all

soi4s of people so students with needs to seek out folks more like them have

the opportunity. There could be more diversity on campus, but it can’t be

mandated’ Aifreda Brooks said that, of the minorities involved in administration,

many have left due to an “unsupportive climate:’

This is especially a problem due to changing demographics. There are more

incoming minority students. Minority students would like to see more

minority teachers, but not if it’s to fill quotas. “They still have to be qualified:’

According to Chavez, “The pool of [minority] administrators is very shallow.”

He also pointed out that many potential minority teachers were looking for

research opportunities not available at a teaching institute such as RIT.

However, “I think those [minority teachers/administrators] are out there:’

Racism on campus is much more prevalent than what may be apparent.

Minority students feel that their complaints are disregarded and that, without

a formal policy specifying sanctioning, complaining may be useless. As a result,

Enrollment Data

University of Rochester (undergraduate)

Nazareth

11 St. John Fisher

Entire U.S. Population (provided by Altapedia Online)

Note: Two state schools were contacted, but no data were made available.

most incidents go unreported. Both Garrett and Chavez felt that, since racial

harassment statistics are not kept separate, many “don’t know it’s out there

and assume it’s not happening:’ Tracking these cases could be used as an

educational tool for us all. Clearly, RIT has the same racial concerns as many

other areas. a:

*lt is important to note that these numbers do fluctuate some, especially with the

number of individuals in smal/er groups changing. But on average, the data shows

less success for minorities.

**History concentration mandates U.S. History or European History, but not African

American History which is deep/y rooted in American History.
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Chavez supported the students in their cause and took the proposal as high as

President Simone on March I 3, 1998. The proposal called for zero tolerance,

as well as some academic improvements.~

The vagueness in the current policy was the group’s main concern.

Chavez, who works closely with judicial Affairs, feels there should be some

guidelines as to minimum sanctioning for specific actions. “Harassment is one

level, while racially motivated harassment is a higher level. Many racially

related cases are not covered by the RIT judicial system.” This is not to say

these incidents are ‘cut-and-cry:’ but there is no separate category for racially

related cases and they often get filed elsewhere. Dr. Linda Kuk and Aifreda

Brooks both stressed, however, that these varied cases are not concrete and

should therefore be dealt with individually.

The proposal has received little attention from the administration.

BACC students report that Dr. Simone said that a new policy could not

infringe upon students’ freedom of speech. BACC has yet to hear from Dr.

Simone and feels that it is being ignored. Even though members have been

told they won’t get what they want, they will not give up on trying to push

their ideas or contacting the administration. They see that other policies have

been instituted banning same-sex couples from rooming together and know

that something can be done. They also believe that because there is a lack of

minority influence in the administration, it is difficult for them to relate.

As one black student points out, however, it is unfair to place all the blame on

Dr. Simone. He is reporting to the Board of Trustees who are, in turn,

speaking with their lawyers.

When the BACC students were informed that a committee had been

formed to draft a new policy, the response was one of surprise. Nobody from

the groups who had called for the changes had been invited to participate.

“All minority organizations should be involved in this:’ They are the ones

most affected. One BACC member also charged that the “Commission for

Pluralism is defunct. It’s inactive. It’s crap:’

The “freedom of speech” appeal made by Dr. Simone has angered many of

the involved students. It is an argument the students have heard all too often.

“We need to stop looking at freedom of speech and look at harassment,” says

one student. A second adds, “The first amendment has its limitations.

You can’t stand up in a crowded theater and yell ‘Firei’ This is no different:’

BACC students also claimed harassment on the part of Campus Safety.

In one instance, in a group of white and black students standing outside the

dorms in the light of day, a black student was singled out and told he looked

suspicious by campus safety. A black female was walking down the tunnels

doing her laundry and was told, “You don’t belong here:’

Other complaints involve job opportunities on campus. Many minority

students feel they are forced to work at Gracies or the Ritz because they are

not offered as many clerical positions. At a BACC meeting on April I, one

student said, “Every person in this room has been discriminated against.

Everyone here can give stories about being the only black person in a class:’

Because there often are only one or two minorities in a class, teachers and

deans will ignore complaints and adopt a “just deal with it” attitude. BACC

students did stress that all minorities have been discriminated against and felt

that Asian students saw the worst of it.

Regarding the ratios of minority faculty in staff, there is more concern.

Elliott Garrett, an African American who serves as Resident Director for

Resident Life, feels that many students seek him out specifically because he is a

minority who may share a similar background. “In order to properly educate

students about real life, the staff, faculty, and administration should include all

soi4s of people so students with needs to seek out folks more like them have

the opportunity. There could be more diversity on campus, but it can’t be

mandated’ Aifreda Brooks said that, of the minorities involved in administration,

many have left due to an “unsupportive climate:’

This is especially a problem due to changing demographics. There are more

incoming minority students. Minority students would like to see more

minority teachers, but not if it’s to fill quotas. “They still have to be qualified:’

According to Chavez, “The pool of [minority] administrators is very shallow.”

He also pointed out that many potential minority teachers were looking for

research opportunities not available at a teaching institute such as RIT.

However, “I think those [minority teachers/administrators] are out there:’

Racism on campus is much more prevalent than what may be apparent.

Minority students feel that their complaints are disregarded and that, without

a formal policy specifying sanctioning, complaining may be useless. As a result,
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most incidents go unreported. Both Garrett and Chavez felt that, since racial

harassment statistics are not kept separate, many “don’t know it’s out there

and assume it’s not happening:’ Tracking these cases could be used as an

educational tool for us all. Clearly, RIT has the same racial concerns as many

other areas. a:

*lt is important to note that these numbers do fluctuate some, especially with the

number of individuals in smal/er groups changing. But on average, the data shows

less success for minorities.

**History concentration mandates U.S. History or European History, but not African

American History which is deep/y rooted in American History.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it~

Today, TIAA-CREF can help you

achieve even more of your financial goals.

From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs

to mutual funds, you’ll find the flexibility

and choice you need, backed by a proven

history of performance, remarkably low

expenses, and peerless commitment to

personal service.

Find Out For Yourself

To learn more about the world’s
premier retirement organization, talk to

one of our retirement planning experts

at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m.-1l p.m. ET).

Or better still, speak to one of your

colleagues. Find out why, when it comes

to planning for tomorrow, great minds

think alike.
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inteffigent solutions to America’s long-term
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pension, invented the variable annuity, and

popularized the very concept of stock investing
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To set up and maintain UNIX machines running Digital UNIX, IRIX, Solaris, Linux.
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to planning for tomorrow, great minds
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Color enlargement in minutes
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Movies, prints, slides to video tape
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CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
To design and execute a configuration management strategy and oversee all software
CM functions including software builds, tracking changes, and setting baselines.
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maintain processes and procedures and build and control software releases.
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SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
To set up and maintain UNIX machines running Digital UNIX, IRIX, Solaris, Linux.
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I went with my friend Luke to a family gathering at his parents’ house. He paused

at the front steps and warned me, “They’re going to ask you all kinds of questions.

Especially my Aunt Paula — She always tries to keep up with what the kids are doing:’

Sure enough, Paula kept me busy the whole time I was there, asking me about

my family, my friends, my classes, and my job. And she showed genuine concern,

particularly about one thing: “How could such a lovely girl not have a boyfriend?”

Paula isn’t the only one who seems to be plagued with the why-doesn’t-Liz-

have-a-boyfriend question. My friends at colleges with less optimistic male-female

ratios ask me the same thing all the time. So, I figure it’s about time I provided an answer.

The fact is, I just can’t choose. I can’t seem to settle for just one of the MANY

wonderful RIT boys. Like the ones who invite me over to sit with them while they

play computer games. Or the ones who offer to help me understand the finer

points of rap and/or heavy metal music.

Or the boys who like to pretend that they’re deeply troubled and intriguing —

they still get tears in their eyes when they think about Kurt Cobain. And the ones

who can’t understand how, after spending long hours of intensive concentration in

front of the T’v~ they keep failing Calculus.

I can’t think of anything else when I see a boy wearing really baggy pants so that

his boxer shorts are attractively revealed. And when I meet someone who hasn’t

showered or combed his hair in four months because it would have required

several moments of separation from his guitar, I can hardly control myself.

I
I can’t decide which type I like better:The boys who are so determined to be

trendy that they hate my taste in music, or the boys who are so determined NOT

to be trendy that they won’t go with me to Starbucks.

I know boys who are prone to compulsive lying, boys who are constantly drunk

(don’t worry, Dr. Simone, I live off campus), and boys who have delusions about

what facial hair does for their appearance. I know boys who have subtly suggested

that my shirts could be cut lower, boys who think it would be funny to tack a dead

cat to their wall, and boys who are afraid of bread. I know a boy who is doing his

taxes and trying to figure out a way to deduct pot, a boy who told me he dumped

someone because she didn’t like canned cheese, and a boy whose every waking

moment is devoted to the pursuit of Tony Danza.

If I could take all these fine qualities and roll them into one big package,

THEN maybe I’d have a boyfriend.

Oh, sure, I know normal boys, too. Luke, for example, is funny, nice, smart,

good-looking, and friendly. So are Jeremy, Jason, and Mikey. But they’re my friends.

They’re sort of . . . gender neutral.

So there you have it, Paula. That’s my explanation. I guess I’m just too choosy.

But somehow, by the grace of God, I’m doing just fine.

by Eiisabeth Horrell
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Part II: Reflections on the Garden

tiff
So dive into the action
at Red Lobster. Our schedules
are flexible, our benefits start the day you
start, and our attitude - well you’ll have to see
for yourself. We are currently accepting appli
cations for:

Please apply in person anytime at one of the
following restaurants. We are an equal oppor
tunity employer.

“An Evening in the Garden,” complete with white lights and white

tulips, set the tone for the I 3th annual RITz dinner. The Bausch &

Lomb building was the perfect setting for the spectacular and lavish

event, held on Saturda)c March 28. The exquisite menu included a

variety of pastas, desserts, wines—even alligator meat. This year’s RiTz

committee received a generous donation of wines from Richard Sands,

the CEO of Canandaigua Wines. The winery has five production

fadiities in different states, with an estimated $1.7 billion in sales annually

The coordinator of this year’s dinner was Jason Zebrowski, a third

year student in the School of Applied Science. Jason is a recipient of

the Salute to Excellence Award and is the current president of the

National Restaurant Association. Assisting Zebrowskl was senior and

Food/Beverage Coordinator Julie Krzyzanowski. Julie is the 1998

award winner of the Drew Montecuilo Award. This award is one of

the highest honors one can receive from the College of Applied

Science. A memorial was set up in 1988 for Drew, a 1~cuity member

who passed away from pancreatic cancer. To be eligible for the award,

a fourth year student must “have exhibited during his/her college

career Drew’s admirable qualities of service to the department, high

standards and creativity.”

Julie, a graduate of Paul Smith’s culinary program, is a recipient of

the Jean GillIngs scholarship, a member of the RIT Hotel Association,

and an initiated sister of Zeta Tau Alpha. She has completed an

externshlp in Entrain, France, and other co-ops in Willowbend, Mass.,

and Saranac Lake, N.Y. There were six other candidates for the Drew

Montecuilo award, so why did Krzyzanowski receive it? She believes

that “going the extra mile” is what has enabled her to reach her goals.

As for the success of the entire evening, she attributes it to the hard

work of many devoted students.

SPORTS
Fri.April 10

Baseball vs. Skidmore (2 games) 2pm

Sat.April II
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Alfred

Baseball vs. Rensselaer (2 games)

Men’siWomen’s Track at the

University of Rochester Invitational

(come on over!)

Sun.April 26
Men’s Baseball vs. Utica (2 games) 2pm

Tues.April 28
Women’s Lacrosse vs. Brockport

Softball vs. Cazenovia (2 games)

Fri. May I
Men’s Baseball vs. St. Lawrence(2 games) 2pm

Sat. May 2
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Hartwick 2pm

Men’s Baseball vs. Clarkson (2 games) 2pm
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Tues.April 14
Softball vs. Rochester (2 games)

Wed.April 15
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Oswego

Baseball vs. Rochester (2 games)

Fri.April 17
Softball vs. Geneseo (2 games)

Sat.April 18
Women’s Lacrosse vs. Alfred

Tues.April 21
Men’s Baseball vs. Brockport

at Frontier Field

Wed.April 22
Men’s Lacrosse vs. LeMoyne

Thur4. April 23
Softball vs. St. John Fisher (2 games)

Fri.April 24
Women’s Lacrosse vs. Potsdam

Sat. April 25
Men’s Tennis vs. Elmira

Men’s Baseball vs. Hartwick (2 games)

ALL POSITIONS! &~Andy Phillips

photo by Michael Pagans

655 Jefferson Road, Henrietta
1515 West Ridge Road, Rochester
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www.redlobster.com
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matt hamill • w R E s T L E R 

Junior wrestler Matt Hamill recently received the tremendous honor of being named NCAA 

Division Ill All-American and National Champion in the 190-pound weight class.As if this is 

not amazing enough, this is the second year that Hamill received these prestigious awards, 

just two of the hundreds of achievements he has earned for his athletic excellence. 

Hamill, upon repeating this prestigious accomplishment, became the first RIT wrestler 

to reach the rank of national champion twice. This was by no means a product of 

chance, but is the cumulation of hard work and endurance that dates back to 1996. 

It was in the that season that Hamill completed some of his most noteworthy 

accomplishments. Besides being named NCAA division Ill All-American and National 

champion in the 167-pound weight class, he became the first and only wrestler to win 

gold medals in both Greco-Roman and freestyle wrestling in the Deaf Olympics 

held in Denmark. 

That year, he recorded an outstanding 33-0 record here, the best in RIT history. 

Ten of these victories were the result of pins, a very impressive number. Other titles 

he earned included being named New York State Wrestler of the Year, New York State 

Champion, and Outstanding Wrestler in the New York State Tournament. 

In the most recent season, 1997-98, Hamill continued his winning ways, rolling over 

all but few of his opponents. He finished this year with a 30-3 record. It should be 

noted that his only three losses came against Division I opponents, and that each of 

these were lost by two points or less. Hamill led the Tiger wrestlers with 18 pins and 

finished tenth in the balloting by the U.S. Olympic committee for the Sportsman of the 

Year award (this honor went to Pete Sampras). On top of that, he was named the 

American Athletic Association for the Deaf Athlete of the Year. 

As for the recent tournaments, Hamill garnered all the awards he possibly could 

receive. He was named New York State Champion and New York State's Outstanding 

Wrestler as well as the NCAA's Division Ill Tournament Wrestler. In that particular 

set of matches, Hamill broke the record for most pins in the shortest amount of 

time, defeating all of his opponents in the first period of each match. 

Although he has clearly achieved a great deal on a personal level, Hamill is 

always willing to help fellow teammates and guide others with his skills and 

enthusiasm. RIT head coach Ron Gross was quoted in "RIT News and Events" 

as saying that "[Matt] has been the heart and soul of this team and the things 

he has accomplished have been incredible." 

It is this super personality of Hamill's that won over the crowd at this 

year's national tournament. Upon winning his final match, the audience of 

2,000 cheered him on by raising their hands over their heads and 

shaking them (this is the symbol of applause in sign language). 

For Hamill, it was a storybook ending to a spectacular season. 

Still, nothing is over for Matt. He will soon be wrestling at 

the U.S. trials in Orlando, Florida. If all goes well there, he 

hopes to be wrestling in the 2000 Olympics. Judging 

from the combination of heart, determination and 

skill that he possesses, one would hardly be sur-

prised to see him there, representing our country 

amongst the top wrestlers in the world. After all, if 

anyone deserves to belong at that level, it is cer-

tainly 

Matt Hamill. 

by Glenn Bernius 
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SPORTS 
Wrestling Team Reap 
Hard work pays off. The wrestling team learned this in the past 

year. Not only did they work hard on the mat, but also in the 

classroom. The team finished in the top ten in the country, both 

academically and in wrestling. Out of over I 00 schools, the team 

placed eighth at the National Tournament and seventh in the 

NCAA Division Ill Scholar Team Awards. 

The eighth place finish is the highest in RIT wrestling history. 

It was fueled by the national champion and our most outstanding 

wrestler, Matt Hamill. Hamill pinned his way through the national 

tournament en route to a second national championship in as 

many years. This is a feat no other wrestler is thought to have 

done. He did it in outstanding fashion, ending all of his matches 

in the first period. In four matches he wrestled just over seven 

minutes, the length of a single match. 

Bringing home All-American status was freshman Tony Wallace. 

Wallace went into the tournament the eighth seed and came out 

with a seventh place finish. This put an end to a great freshman 

season that saw Tony win three tournaments and compile a 24-4 

record. Also scoring points at the national tournament were Jay 

Jakubowski and Tom Massaro. Jakubowski made it to the 

All-American round, but was defeated before he could earn a 

place. This left Jakubowski 18-1 I for his final season. Massaro 

won a match, putting him one round away from the All-American 

round. Massaro ended his junior outing with a 19-8 record. 

The team put together a stunning 7-3 record. One of the 

losses went to Brockport, but the team finished ahead of local 
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Hard work pays off. The wrestling team learned this in the past

year. Not only did they work hard on the mat, but also in the

classroom. The team finished in the top ten in the country, both

academically and in wrestling. Out of over 100 schools, the team

placed eighth at the National Tournament and seventh in the

NCAA Division III Scholar Team Awards.

The eighth place finish is the highest in RIT wrestling history.

It was fueled by the national champion and our most outstanding

wrestler, Matt Hamill. Hamill pinned his way through the national

tournament en route to a second national championship in as

many years. This is a feat no other wrestler is thought to have

done. He did it in outstanding fashion, ending all of his matches

in the first period. In four matches he wrestled just over seven

minutes, the length of a single match.

Bringing home All-American status was freshman Tony Wallace.

Wallace went into the tournament the eighth seed and came out

with a seventh place finish. This put an end to a great freshman

season that saw Tony win three tournaments and compile a 24-4

record. Also scoring points at the national tournament were Jay

Jakubowski and Tom Massaro. Jakubowski made it to the

All-American round, but was defeated before he could earn a

place. This left Jakubowski 18-Il for his final season. Massaro

won a match, putting him one round away from the All-American

round. Massaro ended his junior outing with a 19-8 record.

The team put together a stunning 7-3 record. One of the

losses went to Brockport, but the team finished ahead of local

rivals in the National tournament. Head coach Ron Gross said

“We’ve been saying all season that it is what you do at the end of

the year that counts, and that everything else is just to help work

toward it.” The team finished fourth at the RIT Invitational.

It also finished sixth at the New York State Tournament, a

tournament that included all of the Division I, III and Junior

Colleges in the state. The team won its first tournament in

recent memory at the Claude Sharer Invitational at Case Western

University. It then went on to place second at the Conference

Tournament while quaIi~’ing five guys for the national tournament.

Contributing to the quality of the season were many people.

Following the leadership of captains Tom Massaro and Tim Tyler,

the team realized its potential. Tyler had a good year with a

14-I I final record and a trip to the nationals. Mike Liess ended

the season at I 5-7 with a second place finish at the Conference

Tournament. Plagued by a season long injury, Liess was voted an

alternate for the National Tournament, but many felt he should

have qualified. Freshman MattTelesky’s season was interrupted by

a mid-season injury, but he nearly qualified for Nationals with a

record of r4-8. Wayne Young helped to win some team matches

at 118. At 126, Matt Duquette,Ashely Grillo and Eric Kunsman

shared time throughout the year, each having impressive wins.

Justin~Lynn also helped to contribute with his work ethic and

physical style. About the team, Gross said, “It was nice to see

good leadership out of our captains and upper-classmen.

Throughout the year the team stuck together, pushing each

other to that next level:’

The team also saw two Scholar All-Americans awarded at the

end of the year. Massaro earned his second Scholar All-American

award in his second year of eligibility for it. Lynn picked up the

award for the first time at the end of his career. Only 70 people

were chosen for this award from over 100 schools with rosters

around or above 20 people per team. “We’ve been working all

year on the balance between school and wrestling:’ Gross said of

the All-Americans. “Few teams Out there have as much to show

for their program as we do for ours with two All-Americans and

two Scholar All-Americans, not to mention one All-American who

is now a two-time national champ. I am very proud of our guys.

They represent the school well:’

Despite losing Jakubowski,Tyler, Duquette, and Lynn to

graduation, the team looks to be solid next year. The leadership

of Liess and Massaro, and young talents like Wallace,Telesky, and

Grub should help continue the upward trend of RIT wrestling.

byjustin Lynn

Men’s La
On Saturday, March 28, the RIT men’s lacrosse team fell
to their Denison opponents by a seven point margin, dropping their overall record to

1-2. In previous matches this year, they defeated St. Andrew’s 15-9 and lost to

Oneonta 11-10.

Throughout the first quarter of this match against Denison, the game remained

close. Both teams were tied 4-4 with the Tigers outshooting their opponents by just

one.The second quarter didn’t prove as promising, however. Despite tying their

opponents in shots, 6-6, Denison outscored RIT by 3 goals.When the half ended, the

Tigers trailed 9-6.

The third quarter was very similar to the second quarter. Once again, the Tigers

were outscored by a 5-2 margin.With a six point deficit, this game seemed out of

reach as RIT entered the final quarter of the match. Despite this fact, they continued

to play hard, putting two more points on the board before the close of the game.

This clearly was not enough though and, when all was done, Denison headed home

witha 17-10 victory.

Despite the defeat, there were many noteworthy performances for the team.

Junior Ben Hunt’s goal and three assists helped the Tigers’ effort greatly. Junior Marc

Heagney scored three goals while juniors Eric Carlsen and Kevin Langdale each put

two in the net. Langdale also assisted on two more points.Junior goal tender Mike

Liess completed the game with ten saves.

On the season, Hunt currently leads all the players with I 3 points and I I assists.

Heagney is the top goal-scorer for the Tigers with ten, followed by Langdale with six.

Splitting up time in the goal are Liess and sophomore Adam Platter.

For RIT, this is merely the start of a long season.At least nine more matches

remain on their calendar, stretching all the way to May.These games will prove to be a

well-welcomed challenge for the Tigers as they continue to work hard to improve

their record. If all goes well for them, these matches will be less like their recent

defeat and more like the strong victory they opened their season with

against St. Andrew.

by Glenn Bernius

SPIRTS
Wrestling Team Reap BIG Benefits
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RABBI II EDS
HELP WANTED__1
Earn $750-$ 1500/WEEK Raise all the ~_• I PI l~0TS
money your student group needs by i
sponsoring a VISA FUN DRAISER ~ ~~!AI~1 1’ E D
your campus. No investment and very ~

little time needed. There’s no obliga

tion, so why not call for information ~ L
today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x95

>< Enioy a helpful and reward

ing summer at Camp Sussex

IJJ which is located in the beautiful mountain of northern

New Jersey and is about one

(I) hour from New York City.We need M/F counselors,

D Head pioneering, socialworkers, LPN/RN/Studerit

(j) nurse, Jewish Cultural pro
gram, Salaries are attractive!

Q Please call for more information or write to: CAMP

Z SUSSEX 33 BLATHERWICKDR, BERLIN NJ 08009

~ PHONE (609)753-9265 OR

(718)261-8700 E-MAIL -

CARDY I @AOL.COM

College. Scholarships. Business.
Never repay. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 ext. G-7 105

HIV negative volunteers needed to participate in investigation AIDS Vaccine

Research Studies, being conducted at Strong Memorial Hospital.Volunteers must

be healthy and between 18-60 years of age.You will receive $500-$700 for your

participation. For more information, call 273-AIDS

Ben, thanks for the Jedi Powers. I will use them wisely. - slim.com

Dave, thanks for the jokes and laughs. It’s been a long time. - Betty

Last night I feel asleep in the shower and later I woke up to realize I was not

even in my own apartment. - Skyer

sue, thanks for asking me if i want to hang out. wish i had time. when i have time

we should hang or something, that’s if you still remember what i look like. - Kay

Art Dept. are magicians for the 22nd week in a row. - Dan

Mike & Kate: Happy Birthday! - Liz
a~isa~d uopjue~d aq~ :j~ ~ed uo

SM~U~ O~ JaMSU’gT

U.S. Marine Corps is looking
for freshman - seniors to
become pilots. We guarantee
your pilot slot. Minorities and
women hjghly encouraged. Call

l.-800-FOR-USMC.Ask for Officer Selection.

HELP WANTED
MARKETING/PROMOTIONS -

Ambitious, dependable out going stu

dents needed for Night Hawks home

lacrosse games and Red Wings home

baseball games. $l0-$20 per hour. Mr.

Becker at 1(800)334-4897.

I V

I I
Reading Books! $30,000/yr. income potential.
Details: 1(800)513-4343 Ext.Y-l 143

SEIZED CARS FROM $175
Porsches, Cadilacs, Chevys, BMW’s, Corvettes.Also Jeeps 4WD’s.Your area,Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 ext.A-7 105 for current listings

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

LOOK AT THIS MAGAZINE.
If you look at something in this issue and think that
it is weak, that you can do better, DO SOMETHING.
Write better, shoot better, illustrate better, edit
better. Come down to the Reporter office in the
basement of the SAU and we’ll hire you and we’ll pay
you to do better.

Staff meetings every Friday at 5:30, room A-426.
Show up or call 475-2212 for more information.ELP~

National College Storage Company ~

is looking for campus representa

tives. Set your own hours. NTID

students are encouraged to apply.

442-8820 or storit@frontiernet.net

Extra income for ‘9
Earn $500-s 1000 weekly stuff
ing envelopes. For details -

Rush $1 .00 with SASE to:
Group Five, 6547 N Academ
Blvd. Dept. N. Colorado
Springs, CO 80918

FREE CASH GRANTS!
Medical Bills.

~2.3O



LOOK AT THIS MAGAZINE. 

If you look at something in this issue and think that 
it is weak, that you can do better, DO SOMETHING. 
Write better, shoot better, illustrate better, edit 
better. Come down to the Reporter office in the 
basement of the SAU and we'll hire you and we'll pay 
you to do better. 

Staff meetings every Friday at 5:30, room A-426. 
Show up or call 475-2212 for more information. 



ate, reporter
ipril. io . 1998

1.

Or Be @iIerrt!
Elections start April 15th!

hOOKING

AT
RACIAL

EN ION
You can vote, or if you went.. . ~e silent,

~nd let your future ~e determined L~y
others!
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